The following theorem is proved: Suppose R is an associative ring and suppose J is the Jacobson radical of R.
where w is a word, depending on xly ■ ■ ■ , xn, and where some x{ (i varies) is missing in w. For such a ring R, we prove the Jacobson radical / is a nil ring of bounded index. We also show that R/J is finite. Finally, we show that a commutative nil semigroup satisfies the above identity if and only if it is nilpotent.
In preparation for the proofs of the main results, we first introduce Definition 1. Let « be a positive integer, and let S be a semigroup. We say that 5 is a ^"-semigroup if, for all xu •• • ,xn in S, there exists a word wXl,...,Xn{xi, • • • , xn) consisting of a product of the xt'$ with some Xj (j varies) missing, such that xx ■ ■ ■ xn=wXl¡...¡Xn(x1, • • • , xn). A ring R is called a 0"-ring if its multiplicative semigroup is a ^"-semigroup. Lemma 1. Let S be a finite semigroup or a nilpotent semigroup. Then S is a ßn-semigroup, for some n.
Proof.
First, suppose S is finite, of order n, and suppose xlt • • • , xn+1 are any elements of S. Then x,=x3 for some i>j, and hence Thus S is a 0m+1-semigroup, and the lemma is proved.
We now pause to give an example of a 0"-ring which is not of the type described in Lemma 1. To this end, let R0 be an infinite field of characteristic 2, and let -IC ö) a e GF(2), u e R0\.
It is readily verified that R is a 03-ring. Indeed, x1x2x3=x2x3 if
while xlx2x3=x1x2 if *i=(° ").
\0 0/
Moreover, Ä is neither finite nor nilpotent and, in fact, R is not isomorphic to any finite direct sum of finite or nilpotent rings. (An example of an infinite 0n-group is given in Remark 1 below.) Lemma 2. Let S be a ßn-semigroup. Then any subsemigroup of S and any homomorphic image of S are also ß"-semigroups.
This follows at once from the definition. Lemma 3. Let S be a ß"-semigroup. Then there exists a fixed positive integer k with the property that, for any a in S, there is an integer l>k such that ak=al.
Proof.
Let qi,-■ ■ ,qn be the first n positive primes, and let
Let k=mx-\--■ --\-mn. Now, since S is a 0n-semigroup, there exists a word w(ami, • • • , am"), with some am' missing in the word w, such that
Since am¡ is missing from vv, it follows, by (1) , that q¡ divides /. But, by (1) again, q¡ does not divide k, and hence l^k. Now, if in (2), l<k, then by iterating in (2), we can make l>k. This proves the lemma. s<=S ses Lemma 4. Leí 5 be any infinite set of positive integers and let P(S) be finite. Then there exists q e P(S) such that q* e D{S)for all i e Z+.
If the lemma were false, then D(S) would be finite, since P(S) is finite. But D(S) is infinite, since D(S)^S.
In preparation for the proof of the next lemma, we first state the following two well-known results. The proof of Lemma A appears in Then P(S) is infinite.
Proof. We distinguish two cases. Case 1. P(T) is infinite. Let Ei = {px, ••-,/?,} be a finite set of prime numbers, and k[, k'2, ■ ■ ■ be the series of integers such that
Then, since P(T) is infinite, lim^^ k'n=co. Hence, for any n with k'n -m&\{pi, ■ ■ ■ ,pi), we conclude, using Lemma A, that px, ■ ■ ■ ,pt do not divide <t>fc -(a). Moreover, since k'n divides k", í>j. . License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 13 Case 2. P(T) is finite. In this case, we argue by contradiction. Thus suppose P(S) is finite. Since P(T) is finite, it follows by Lemma 4 that there exists leP(T) such that (5) PgD(T) forall;eZ+.
Now, let (6) S' = {¿ -l\jeZ+}.
Then, by (5) and (3), V\ki for some kt, and hence a1' -\\aki-\. Therefore P(S')^P(S), and hence P(S') is finite. Thus, there exists keZ+ such that (7) P(al" -1) = P(al"+1 -1).
Moreover, observe that a1 +1 -l=(al -\)w, where
Now, let t e P(w). Then t e P(al*+1-l)=P(al"-l), and hence al"= 1 mod t. Combining this with (8), we get 0=w=/mod t, and hence t\l. Therefore /=/. Moreover, by Fermat's Little Theorem, a1 = a mod/ and hence al"=a mod I. Combining this with /=lmod((=/), we obtain a=\ mod/. Hence, by the corollary to Lemma B, there exists infinitely many prime numbers dividing 0¡Vl(a), <¡>lV2(a),-•• for any increasing sequence vu v2, • • • -»-co. Moreover, since 0¡Vl(a) divides aln-1, and recalling (6), we conclude that P(S') is infinite. But, as we have shown above, P(S') is finite. This contradiction proves the lemma.
We call a field F periodic if, for every x in F, we have xm=xn for some positive integers m, n, m^n. Theorem 1. Suppose that F is a ß"-field. Then F is finite.
Proof.
Suppose F is infinite. Since, by Lemma 3, F is periodic, F has a prime characteristic p. Moreover, the subfield (x) generated by a single element x in Fis finite, and hence (9) xv = x for some positive integer k = k(x). Now, for eachy eZ+, define the finite field (10) F¡; = {x I x G F, xpt = x}.
Then, in view of (9) and (10), we have (since if x e F satisfies (9), then xeFk) Moreover, the order of F4 =/>** (a e Z+). Next, let S = {pk" -1 |o-gZ+}.
Then, as is well known, ka\ka+1 for each a eZ+, and k"<ka+1, by (12). Hence, by Lemma 5, P(S) is infinite, and there, therefore, exist n distinct primes q1, ■ ■ ■ , q" in P(S). Thus, there exists m¡ eZ+ such that Since D"+1 is a 0"-ring, we have (18) Xi ■ ■ ■ x" = w(xi, ■ ■ • , x"); some x¡ missing in w.
In view of (17) and (18), we obtain w{xx, • • • , xJ^O and thus (see (17) Hence, by (16)-(19), we obtain Ei¡n+i=E",IT+T+i, and thus a=\ and <t+t=«, which contradicts (19). This proves the corollary. Next, we prove the following: Comparing the y'th coordinates of both sides of (21), we obtain 0=1 (since x¡ is missing in w), a contradiction. This proves the lemma.
Lemma 7. Let R be an associative ring, and let It, I2 be ideals of R with
Ii^I2 and R/I2 simple. Then RIIirM2g±RIIi+RII2.
Proof. Since Rjl2 is simple and 7i$/2> Ii+h = R, and hence, by the second isomorphism theorem, Rlh n /, ^ hlli n l2 + IJli n l2 ^ R¡I2 + i?//x.
We are now in a position to prove the following fundamental Theorem 2. Let R be a semisimple ring. Then R is a ßn-ring,for some n, if and only if R is finite.
Proof. Suppose that R is a 0"-ring and suppose R is infinite. We shall show that this leads to a contradiction. Since R is semisimple, there exist ideals Ia (a e D.) of R such that [2, p. 14] n«ef2 4=(0), ana eacn In particular, we obtain 2'Rlh^R/nRll«, Now, by Lemma 2, Rl(\?=l Riht is a 0"-ring, and hence ¿*¿, /?//". is a 0"-ring also, which contradicts Lemma 6. This contradiction shows that R is finite. The converse part follows at once from Lemma 1. Combined with Lemma 3, we easily obtain Corollary 3. Let R be an associative ß"-ring with Jacobson radical J. Then J is a nil ring of bounded index, and R¡J is finite.
In the above corollary, it follows [1, p. 28 ] that the Jacobson radical is locally nilpotent. It is not known to the authors whether the Jacobson radical must be nilpotent. However we have We conclude with the following two remarks. Remark 1. The group-theoretic analogue of Theorem 1 is false. Indeed, the group Z(poe), which consists of the set of all pnth roots of unity, where/? is a fixed prime and w=0, 1, 2, • • • [3, p. 4] , is a /^-semigroup. To prove this, suppose that xx, x2 eZ{px). Then, for some integer«, Xi, x2 eZ(pn), where Z(pn) is the group of all pnth roots of unity. Let a be a generator of Z(pn). Then It is readily verified that the Jacobson radical J of R satisfies 72=(0), and, moreover, R¡J^GF (2) . However, R is not a 0"-ring for any n. We prove this by contradiction. Thus, suppose that R is a 0,,-ring for some integer n, and define HG Ï) By Lemma 2, 7" is a /L,-semigroup. Moreover, the mapping 
is easily seen to yield an isomorphism of F(+) onto T(x). But [3, p. 17] F(+) s a direct sum of an infinite number of *• nontrivial finite cyclic groups Gf (i e F).
